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Goals for Talk

• Use National Assessment as a backdrop
• Present some of the challenges we faced in

describing known and speculative
• What did we do?
• Where are there successes and failures in

communicating what is known and what is
guessed at?





National Assessment

• Called for in Global Change Act
• Multiple workshops around the US:

stakeholder involvement
• National team to oversee and write National

Synthesis
• Both regional and multiple sectoral analyses
• Very visible national products/hundreds of

papers in reviewed literature













Challenges

• Ecosystem response to multiple stresses, climate change
in a broader context

• Degree to which CO2 fertilization operates
• Dependencies of impacts on particular CO2 concentrations
• Costs and effectiveness of adaptation strategies
• Interaction of domestic and international effects
• Linkages to other issues, especially losses of biological

diversity



Known and Speculative

• Differentiate between levels of
confidence:
– Proven to satisfaction of scientific

community
– Most scientists believe evidence warrants
– Theoretically sound, but lacking lots of

evidence
– Best guesses on part of knowledgeable

community



Known and Speculative

• Differentiate between unknown and
unknowable
– Understood in general terms, but

unknowable in specific instances
– Challenge of forecasting human decisions
– Multiple influences on future social and/or

economic condition



Known and Speculative

• How to communicate?
– Multiple simulations and model statistics
– Reasoning by analogy to history
– Mahlman’s odds
– Expert judgment



Known and Speculative

• Failures in communication
– Terms used imprecisely or inconsistently
– Too much sophistication
– Too many degrees of differentiation
– Using extremes in visual presentation to

capture range
– Caricature



Known and Speculative

• Successes in communication
– Consistently used and understood terms
– Simple enough for multiple audiences to

understand
– Participatory development
– Analogy to every-day decision making


